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Abstract
The Future Conversations workshop at CHIIR’21 looked to the future of search, recommendation, and information interaction to ask: where are the opportunities for conversational
interactions? What do we need to do to get there? Furthermore, who stands to benefit?
The workshop was hands-on and interactive. Rather than a series of technical talks, we
solicited position statements on opportunities, problems, and solutions in conversational
search in all modalities (written, spoken, or multimodal). This paper –co-authored by the
organisers and participants of the workshop– summarises the submitted statements and the
discussions we had during the two sessions of the workshop. Statements discussed during
the workshop are available at https://bit.ly/FutureConversations2021Statements.
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Introduction

The Future Conversations’211 workshop co-located at CHIIR 20212 aimed to provide a venue for
new ideas, controversial statements, or gaps in the conversational search research. The format
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followed to prepare and run this virtual workshop was rather unusual (Figure 1). The workshop
invited researcher’s opinions in the form of a short statement submitted beforehand. These statements were then commented on by participants who signed up for the workshop. Authors were
asked to submit their statements which were made publicly available on Google Drive to all workshop attendees prior to the workshop. Everyone was encouraged to read the statements and leave
comments. These comments were part of the discussion. The aim of this statement elicitation
was to start the conversation before the workshop and allow people to formulate responses to the
statements.
The workshop was held online at two different time-slots to support participation from different
time zones. The workshop ran twice for two hours and was driven by the discussion of the
statements by the participants. Nearly all authors of the submitted statements were able to
attend both sessions and thus support active discussion.
The workshop included a welcome and brief introduction, then every statement was introduced
followed by a discussion. We discussed the statements based on overlapping themes. The order
of the statements were reversed for the second workshop to help the diversity of the conversation.
Inspired by the model used in the FACTS-IR workshop at SIGIR 2019 [Olteanu et al., 2021],
the workshop attendees were informed that participation in the workshop would lead to a SIGIR
Forum submission. All who actively participated during the workshop and write-up after the
workshop are co-authors of this publication.

Before
Future Conversations
workshop

During
Future Conversations
workshop

After
Future Conversations
workshop

Future
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participants
discuss the
statements and
responses

Technical report is
compiled based on
the Future
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Authors copy the four
questions to their own text
editor (problem, goal, state of
the art, and steps), answer
the four questions, and email
their statements to the
wokshop organisers

Participants review
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responses to the
statements
available in the
cloud

Figure 1: Workflow of the activities carried out before, during, and after the workshop sessions.
The CAIR’20 workshop proposed and accepted for ACM CHIIR 2020 –which was cancelled due
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to the COVID-19 pandemic– did not have a session at the Virtual CHIIR 2020 event organised
in August 2020. Thus, the Future Conversations’21 was proposed as a virtual workshop for
ACM CHIIR 2021. The original format planned for CAIR’20 was not suitable and therefore the
organisers experimented with the format described above.

2

Statements

Statements and responses were collected from the participants discussing challenges and opportunities to advance knowledge in conversational IR. We provided the participants with clear guidance
on how a short statement could look like to support statement submissions which included the
following:
A statement consists of about two paragraphs addressing each of the following four points:
1. Problem:
• Who is it that has a problem, or an opportunity, with conversational IR? Please tell
us something about a person, group of people, or a situation. (Examples: blind users;
domestic situations; hospitals; web search companies; automotive industry; speakers of
minority languages.)
• What are the problems or opportunities there? Please give as many examples and as
much detail as possible – at least a paragraph. (Examples: interfacing with screen
readers and other existing tools; tracking social contexts; removing touch points; managing long-form interactions; understanding attention; voice input and output for lowresource languages.)
• Why is the problem important and timely?
2. Goal:
• What should the research community be doing to help? Please give as many examples
and as much detail as possible.
3. State of the art:
• A brief overview of where we are at now, in production systems or research.
• What do we already know? What are the one or two key resources we already have?
4. Steps:
• List any resources, collaborations, research goals, or anything else that may help along
the way.
The following eight statements were submitted:
1. Including patient context and physicians-in-the-loop to create transparent health conversational systems (Johanne R. Trippas, The University of Melbourne)
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2. Conversational search in the domain of cooking (Alexander Frummet, University of Regensburg)
3. Arguing with search engines (Johannes Kiesel, Bauhaus-Universität Weimar)
4. Companionship features in intelligent personal assistants (Irene Lopatovska, Pratt Institute)
5. Mixed-initiative for conversational search (Paul Owoicho, University of Glasgow)
6. Using speech in conversational search: considering people with diverse speech patterns (Leigh
Clark, Swansea University)
7. Future fair conversations (Damiano Spina, RMIT University)
8. Social competence in conversational retrieval (Paul Thomas, Mary Czerwinski, Daniel McDuff, and Nick Craswell, Microsoft)
In the following sections we briefly describe each statement, as well as a summary of the
discussions held at the two sessions of the workshop. The original statements submitted are
available at https://bit.ly/FutureConversations2021Statements.

2.1

Including Patient Context and Physicians-in-the-Loop to Create
Transparent Health Conversational Systems

Johanne R. Trippas, The University of Melbourne
Problem. Seeking advice on search engines for health reasons can help understand which medical services are available or where they are located. Thus, search engines can act as a gateway
or platform to guide patients to professional medical services. However, when consulting “Dr
Google” for health diagnoses, it can become difficult for searchers to decide whether the found
information is credible, accurate, and relevant to their health issue.
Existing issues with searching for health information through search engines include (i) user’s
non-medical query can provide limited information for symptoms, (ii) the context of the patient
is removed (e.g., health history), (iii) no expert judgement from health professionals is included,
and (iv) people are searching for highly specialised information (i.e., jargon) which may mislead
the patient and cause anxiety.
Goal. A conversational system in a health setting must see the human as a holistic “set of
data points” (i.e., treatment of the whole person, including mental and social factors, rather than
just the symptoms of a disease). The research community can investigate how to (i) include
the patient’s context in a conversational system such as multimedia and multi-device input (i.e.,
analysing video our sound features) [Deldjoo et al., 2021], (ii) create a physician-in-the-loop system
to overcome a system’s black-and-white symptoms-based decision-making approach.
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State of the Art. Many chatbots have been developed to help automate and self-diagnose
patients. However it has been suggested that these systems lack the functions of the complete
diagnostic process of an in-person visit [Vaidyam et al., 2019]. Furthermore, smart devices have
been incorporated, such as Amazon Echo to help identify cardiac arrests through background
sounds [Chan et al., 2019]. Other research has suggested that mobile devices’ non-intrusive sensors
could be utilised to identify illnesses [Quatieri et al., 2020].3
Steps. Our research community should increasingly work closely with health professionals.4
This will help to navigate and understand evidence-based health decision-making complexities
and help create systems which include the “patient as a whole”. Furthermore, we should aim
to create systems which make the conversational search methods transparent to conversational
search methods transparent to patients and health professions and communicate the triaging
process. More information on the differences in health-service providers (i.e., chatbots or trained
physicians) are needed.
2.1.1

Discussion

Our discussion on searching for health information through conversational interactions first focused on how to effectively and efficiently elicit symptoms and guide the user through possible
diagnoses. For example, existing websites which offer “symptom checkers”5 direct the user to the
appropriate healthcare action by asking questions about their health issue. These checkers are
built on heuristics to conclude “what to do” (i.e., self-care, talking to a health professional, or go
to an emergency department), “where to go” (i.e., local healthcare services based on the “what
to do” advice), and “more information” about the identified symptoms. We discussed whether
conversational systems could learn something on how to elicit information from such checkers.
Nevertheless, when people are in a stressful context (e.g., when a person is unconscious or
not breathing), calling an ambulance service to help to diagnose the issue is more desirable.
Even though human call takers are often restricted to rigorous protocols as a way of “symptom
checking”, these call takers can also incorporate and deal with “human” input. For example,
conversational systems may have issues with automatic speech recognition when people are distressed, cannot integrate crucial background noises, or fail to locate the callers due to inadequate
descriptions of where the patient is located.
Questions around the following topics were discussed:
• How well do symptoms checkers perform versus a search engine [Cross et al., 2021]?
• Will people trust conversational systems on sensitive health topics in time-critical contexts?
• How can a conversational system express comfort in life or death situations?

2.2

Conversational Search in the Domain of Cooking

Alexander Frummet, University of Regensburg
3

https://news.mit.edu/2020/signs-covid-19-may-be-hidden-speech-signals-0708
https://www.premier.vic.gov.au/cutting-edge-technology-helping-paramedics-save-lives/
5
https://www.healthdirect.gov.au/symptom-checker
4
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Problem. While current speech-only conversational assistants perform quite well in short fewturn dialogues like setting a timer, getting current weather information, or pointing to recipes on
the web, they fail when longer conversational flows occur. Nevertheless, if conversational assistants
improve such that they can understand longer conversations, they might be more helpful than
simply directing users to a recipe. Having a reliable guide escort you through the cooking process
might, for example, nudge more people to cook something for themselves. If systems could guide
and assist users during the cooking process, this could have several advantages: Users who cook
for themselves tend to live more healthy [Hartmann et al., 2013]. Also, systems may be able to
“nudge” users to select healthier recipes when they converse with them [Elsweiler et al., 2017].
Considering the strong increase of obese people worldwide,6 nudging can be one means among
many to mitigate this problem and implement a healthier lifestyle [Wilson et al., 2016].
Goal. Creating a usable conversational search system in the domain of cooking remains a considerable challenge. In previous research focusing on cooking, we found that people experience
multiple and diverse information needs [4]. Some of the utterances people make to describe these
needs, such as queries about ingredient amounts, require less context to be understood. Others,
like questions about specific cooking techniques, on the other hand, require more context to be
understood. Since it is crucial for the success of preparing a meal to understand which information
the user seeks from a system and to provide proper assistance, the research community needs to
investigate (1) how context information can be included in spoken conversational search systems
and (2) how suitable assistance can be given to the user depending on the type of need prevalent.
State of the Art. Investigating and predicting information needs in a conversational setting
is not a new idea. Previous research has focussed on predicting broad and domain agnostic
information needs [Shiga et al., 2017; Qu et al., 2019]. Also, efforts have been made to assist users
during the cooking process [Martins et al., 2008; Nouri et al., 2020]. These studies, however, were
not performed in a spoken conversational search environment.
Steps. To establish the information needs that occur in a cooking context, determine if these can
be detected automatically and resolved by providing appropriate assistance, a corpus of free-form
spoken conversational search data is available which was collected in an in-situ study [Frummet
et al., 2019]. User utterances in this corpus have been annotated with respect to information
needs. Furthermore, these utterances were assigned to recipe steps to include more information
about the context. Based on this, we need to find means to include context information and
assistance strategies to get one step closer to a truly conversational search system in the domain
of cooking.
2.2.1

Discussion

The discussion at the workshop focussed on “context tracking” in mixed-initiative conversational
search dialogues for cooking. Different contexts were described as external (i.e., the user and
their surroundings) and internal/local (i.e., the context within the conversation or task). External
6
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context can include video graphics information to understand the ingredients at hand or eyetracking data to understand where the user is looking. Such information can be relevant for a
better understanding of the utterances and thus inform the next step in the cooking process. The
internal context was discussed to personalise the linguistic cues to different users with varying
cooking levels/knowledge. Additional challenges include, assigning speech requests to the task
that is currently running, the difficulty of explaining the “touch” of an object or ingredient (i.e.,
how something is supposed to “feel”) [Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995].
Apart from tracking external and internal context in future studies, clarifying questions were
recommended to solve context problems as a first step. As a starting point for generating such
questions, transcripts of culinary shows where participants ask questions to the chef can be employed.

2.3

Arguing with Search Engines

Johannes Kiesel, Bauhaus-Universität Weimar
Problem. Life is full of choices, each of which has its pros and cons, often touching subjective
experiences like morality, faith, or meaning. In such situations –from political controversies to
personal struggles– it is often helpful to discuss with someone else. And wouldn’t it be great to
discuss with someone that is emphatic and sceptical like a mentor, knowledgeable like everyone
on the Web combined, yet approachable and patient like a machine?
Goal. This someone is a search engine one can argue with. As the fundamental difference to
regular web search, arguing is about understanding different points of view. Among others, this
implies that occasionally one may want the search engine to be explicitly biased against one’s own
opinion.
State of the Art. Current search engine interfaces are ill-equipped to assist in such situations
due to their focus on direct answers [Potthast et al., 2020]. Argument search engines [Wachsmuth
et al., 2017] exist but do not yet allow for conversations [Kiesel et al., 2020]. While IBM’s
Project Debater achieved impressive results for formal discussions [Slonim et al., 2021], arguing as
proposed here requires a computational understanding of ideologies and personalities that is still
in its infancy [El Baff et al., 2020]. Proposals for evaluation criteria of argument search engines
exist [Potthast et al., 2019] but likely need adaptation for the arguing scenario.
Steps. To allow for a conversation, more research is needed on grouping [Bar-Haim et al., 2020]
and summarizing [Alshomary et al., 2020] arguments as well as on quantifying, explaining, and
controlling the various biases of result (sub-)sets [Kulshrestha et al., 2019]. To ensure the conversations’ effectiveness and appropriateness, the research community needs to gather datasets of
human arguing and develop specific interaction guidelines (e.g., following [Amershi et al., 2019]).
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2.3.1

Discussion

The questions raised at the workshop focussed on the envisioned interaction. Are there linguistic
markers the system could employ to detect the user’s agreement and understanding of specific
points of view? How much personalization is necessary? How should the system present the
arguments for a fair juxtaposition (see statement on future fair conversations)? The participants
suggested studying Reddit’s changemyview forum for related conversations. However, one should
bear in mind that answers of people and machines are perceived differently (i.e., for what is
considered “polite”). Furthermore, the discussion highlighted relevant work on synthetic voices
concerning persuasiveness [Dubiel et al., 2020], perceived competence [Doyle et al., 2021], and
eliciting trust [Torre et al., 2018].

2.4

Companionship Features in Intelligent Personal Assistants

Irene Lopatovska, Pratt Institute
Problem. Users of Intelligent Personal Assistants (IPAs, e.g., Google Assistant, Apple Siri, or
Amazon Alexa) engage with IPAs for various purposes, including listening to music, controlling
IoT devices, managing and obtaining information [Canbek and Mutlu, 2016]. However, a large
number of interactions seem to be driven by users’ curiosity about IPAs personality [Lopatovska
and Oropeza, 2018; Lopatovska et al., 2019]. Utterances like “Where do you live?”, “Do I look
fat?” and others signal users’ expectations of IPA ability to handle personal conversations.
Current IPAs are not designed to support long-term interactions, and often lack appropriate
content to handle utterances on the personal topics [Lopatovska, 2020]. Yet the need for personal
conversations is present, especially in the time of social distancing and isolation leading to a
social deprivation of face-to-face relationships [Loades et al., 2020]. This may be particularly
true for adolescents and elderly populations who are known to have a higher likelihood of feeling
lonely [Ellis et al., 2020; Von Soest et al., 2020].
We propose to start experimenting with the IPA’s “companionship” features: pro-actively
checking on users’ moods, listening, conversing, offering supportive and affirmative messages.
Goal. In contexts where IPAs are highly anthropomorphised and users might be in need of a
companion or a conversationalist, I propose developing IPA apps that would aim to listen, provide
helpful feedback, encouragement and otherwise support the emotional well-being of its users.
State of the Art. There are currently numerous apps aimed at addressing users’ well-being,
ranging from assisting in breathing and meditation, to mindfulness activities (not to mention
fitness applications). However, most apps are designed to guide user behaviour and treat users as
passive instruction recipients, instead of engaging in an active dialog with the user.
Steps. The tech community can help by collaborating with psychologists/behavioural scientists to design IPA programs that are modelled on human-to-human interactions. Conversational
solutions to loneliness, anxiety and other behavioural problems should be investigated for their
potential to inform the design of “companion” programs in IPAs. Designing programs that “do no
ACM SIGIR Forum
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harm” in dealing with emotional/behavioural issues will not be easy, and we can start by making
small steps on the path to full IPA “companions” (e.g., before designing long conversations, we
can test effects of shorter responses that rely on humour, conversational “distractors” from sad
thoughts, or uplifting content.
2.4.1

Discussion

The discussion of IPA-companion focused on several potential directions for developing companion
persona as well as specific means of manifesting “companionship”. It was suggested that IPA
persona manifests itself through a) content that IPA presents to the users (e.g. humour, facts,
information that might contradict the user), and b) aspects of the presentation style (e.g. voice).
While human-like presentation style (e.g. feminine/masculine sounding voices) might be expected
and appreciated by users, designers should consider challenging these expectations that often
reinforce undesirable stereotypes (e.g., Microsoft is aiming to make their Cortana IPA appear
clearly non-human). IPA styles that communicate “machineness”, “otherware” or other clearly
non-human personas should be explored, as well as contexts where persona is not desirable (search
engines might not need persona manifestations). Participants suggested additional directions
for IPA-companion research, including investigation of companion robots in home or care-giving
settings, strategies for “nudging” and proactively engaging users, opportunities and threats of
developing virtual therapists.

2.5

Mixed-Initiative for Conversational Search

Paul Owoicho, University of Glasgow
Problem. Despite the rapid adoption of digital assistants [Fernandes and Oliveira, 2021], their
use for multi-turn conversational search remains limited [Aliannejadi et al., 2020]. While users can
carry out short, few-turn “conversations” with their digital assistants, these systems often fail to
satisfy the information needs of users over longer-turn dialogues [Zhang et al., 2018]. Conversely,
today’s consumers increasingly expect convenience and seamless user experiences when using digital platforms [Parise et al., 2016]. This divide between user expectations and system capabilities
presents an opportunity for researchers to lay the groundwork for the next generation of conversational search systems that are capable of meeting a user’s complex, and evolving information
needs. More specifically, it highlights the need for exploring mixed-initiative interaction –where
the human and the system work together as collaborators– to help us strive towards even more
efficient, effective, and engaging conversational search systems.
To this end, we propose working on creating dialogue search systems that can do more than
just returning search results. Given a user’s query, these systems should be able to choose from a
set of actions that allow them to: ask a clarifying question to eliminate ambiguities, suggest other
relevant topics for the user to explore, or even incorporate explicit user feedback to modify the
results it presents to the user.
Goal. If we imagine initiative to be a spectrum of human-computer interaction styles (i.e humanled, system-led), mixed-initiative interaction can be described as a flexible combination of the
ACM SIGIR Forum
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approaches at the opposite ends of the spectrum [Radlinski and Craswell, 2017]. Before we can
build mixed-initiative conversational search systems, however, the research community needs to
develop a better understanding of what initiative is and how it works. To accomplish this, we
need to collect conversational datasets, and create metrics to (1) study, quantify and evaluate the
use of initiative, and (2) determine what the right ‘mix’ of human-initiative and system initiative
is for effective conversational search.
State of the Art. The interaction style in current dialogue systems is either primarily driven by
human initiative or by system initiative. For example, when a user interacts with Google Assistant
about a topic, the user drives the conversation by issuing queries while the system simply retrieves
relevant results. There are also several datasets to facilitate the study of initiative in informationseeking conversations and chatbot systems [Dalton et al., 2020; Logacheva et al., 2018; Thomas
et al., 2017; Trippas et al., 2017], however, these are not well-suited for mixed-initiative research
due to poor ASR transcription quality, wildly varying initiative policies, and a subjective notion
of conversation success. Recently, the ConversationShape metric was proposed for measuring the
asymmetry of information exchange between participants in a dialogue [Vakulenko et al., 2020].
However, we argue that the metric does not inform on the effectiveness of different initiative
policies.
Steps. Future data collection efforts should embrace robust speech transcription protocols and
have clear interaction policies for participants to follow. We also recommend the development of
metrics that allow us to determine how and when different initiative policies are effective as well
as their overall impact on the success of a conversation. These will form the basis for modelling
mixed-initiative search systems.
2.5.1

Discussion

The discussion on mixed-initiatives in conversational search explored the need and qualities of a
suitable metric which could measure initiative for both the user and system. Several user studies
have been conducted to look into the patterns of searcher-intermediary interactions, but the studies
differ in the way the conversational agent was implemented. For example, the agent could be a
human or a prototypical system. The human intermediary could also be implemented as a Wizard.
Therefore, the interactions range from being human-human (including rich dialogues, context, and
casual) to human-system (more simplistic). Developing a metric would allow researchers to assess
the initiative and its effect on the task success and user satisfaction.
There are some existing models [Zhang et al., 2018] which provide some idea about the initiative
in the conversation. However, we need to develop metrics which measure the amount and nature
of the initiative in addition to the back-and-forth question-answering. In a laboratory-based
experimental setting, the users are more likely to claim that the search session was a success.
Success and satisfaction is also hard to measure over short interactions.
When the system mimics humans, and interacts with the user, it also raises the question of
ethics and moral obligations. For the system to take initiative, it must prioritise if the initiative
is necessary. As seen with prior research, users are reluctant to relinquish control of the search
and conversation unless the partner is a human. Therefore, should the system do anything which
ACM SIGIR Forum
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does not align with the user’s search direction. For example, the user may want to look into
a particular document while the agent may feel that better information exists outside of that
document. Should the agent search for newer documents or respect the wishes of the user?
Human-human conversations are also more casual. For a system to mimic a human partner,
it has to find the right balance between casual and functional, and incorporate initiative in a
non-intruding way.

2.6

Using Speech in Conversational Search: Considering People with
Diverse Speech Patterns

Leigh Clark, Swansea University
Problem. Using speech as a modality of finding information is a common way of using conversational agents like Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, or Siri. However, users with diverse speech
patterns (e.g. stammering/stuttering) may be inhibited from interacting fully with these systems,
or may be excluded entirely. Stammering (or stuttering) is often characterised by disruptions to
speech production including repetition, prolongation or hesitation of particular sounds or words.
Approximately 8% of children will stammer at some point and for up to 3% of adults it will be a
lifelong condition.7
Goal. It is crucial for researchers and practitioners to understand user interactions for people
who stammer (and those with other diverse speech patterns). By understanding the current
positive and negative aspects of interactions, we can develop inclusive speech-based interfaces.
This includes technical aspects and proposing design heuristics for these systems [Clark et al.,
2020]. We can also explore whether specific interaction contexts like conversational search are
impacted differently to others for specific user demographics.
State of the Art. There are ongoing technical challenges in automatic speech recognition
(ASR) such as endpoint detection (identifying when a speaker has finished speaking) [Li et al.,
2002]. In terms of user interactions, we can learn from existing work on making speech interfaces
accessible [Brewer et al., 2018] and directing further attention to people with diverse speech
patterns like stammering.
Steps. Appropriate user engagement is critical to first understanding interactions before further
developments to speech interface design can be proposed and implemented. This includes engaging
with other research disciplines from human-computer interaction, information retrieval, speech
technology, human factors and speech therapy. Additionally, engaging with people outside of
academia like charities would provide a user community-focused platform for impactful research.
2.6.1

Discussion

Our discussion first considered the boundaries with stammering and other diverse speech patterns.
We considered there may be overlaps in these different types of speech and, consequently, overlaps
7

https://stamma.org/news-features/stammering-population
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in potential avenues to improve speech interface interactions. In making these interactions more
inclusive for people who stammer, we discussed how much of this is related to ASR and how
much can be addressed by other elements of interface design. Additionally, the scenario in which
people engage with speech interfaces may incur different levels of interaction success. Retrieving
information over multiple turns, for example, may be more challenging with current systems in
contrast to single turn question-answer scenarios.
With these challenges and open-questions, it was clear that an engagement with people who
stammer is crucial to understand these challenges in more detail. Indeed, engaging with and for
communities was highlighted as an important factor in designing more inclusive futures. Using
participatory and co-design approaches was discussed as a method for taking this further.

2.7

Future Fair Conversations

Damiano Spina, RMIT University
Problem. Some questions posed to a conversational system may not have one single correct answer, but multiple, diverse answers. For instance, a spoken conversational search system [Trippas
et al., 2020] receiving the question “Should Australia have a universal basic income program?”
should provide enough explanations about the pros and cons of having a universal basic income,
rather than limiting to give a Yes/No answer. In scenarios where satisfying users’ information
needs involves communicating multiple pieces of information –and presumably, in more than one
turn– the creation or reinforcement of systematic cognitive bias is likely to happen. We know that
the way information is exposed to users has a significant impact in how information is perceived
[Castillo, 2019; Allan et al., 2018]. One could argue that this is even more acute in speech-only
interfaces (e.g., smart speakers or intelligent assistants), due the fact that the cognitive load of
listening to information limits the capability of exposing diverse information.
Goal. The ultimate goal is to design audio-only conversational communication strategies that
would minimise the creation or reinforcement of undesirable cognitive biases. For instance, strategies that include proactive utterances from the system that would encourage users to explore more
answers. Would exposing users to more answers prevent the reinforcement of undesirable cognitive
biases? If not, what would be the communication strategy to use? What are the strategies that
make an audio-only interaction fair? What does a fair conversational interaction sound like?
State of the Art. The problem summarised above is highly related to two of the grand challenges identified at the Third Strategic Workshop in Information Retrieval in Lorne (SWIRL III)
in 2018 [Allan et al., 2018]: (i) Fairness, Accountability, Confidentiality and Transparency (FACT)
in IR [Olteanu et al., 2021], and (ii) Conversational Search [Anand et al., 2020]. However, little
work has been done on the problem of fairness exposure of answers for information-based conversational search assistants. Gerritse et al. identified different conversational strategies to deal with
biases in Personalised Knowledge Graphs (PKGs) [Gerritse et al., 2020]. Thomas et al. found
that it is possible to measure differences in style when participants interact with a speech-only
conversational agent [Thomas et al., 2020]. Would different fairness-aware communication strate-
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gies lead to changes in style? And, if so, what is the relationship between style and changes in
cognitive biases?
Steps. As in other conversational information access challenges, the creation of resources to help
explore the effect of conversation strategies in cognitive biases is one of the main steps we should
take. This includes: user studies (e..g, using a Wizard-of-Oz methodology), the creation of test
collections (e.g., complex non-factoid question answering involving arguments and questions with
multiple correct answers), and also new instrumentation to quantify and measure cognitive biases
during speech-only conversations between humans and agents (e.g., incorporating signals from
wearable devices). Collaborations with other disciplines (e.g., cognitive science) is also crucial
if we want to better understand what would a “fair audio-only information seeking interaction”
sound like.
2.7.1

Discussion

One of the main topics discussed during the workshop was the notion of fair conversations in
relation to trust, provenance, and source of information. Naming the source of information is
necessary, but probably not sufficient. Some participants linked the problem of presenting reliable
information to the work performed by librarians, who often point to reliable sources: even when
the question reveals a bias, a librarian would point to authoritative sources and share a dominant
view. Intelligent assistants may go beyond that, as they could provide quantifiable statistics in
terms of number of sources with accurate or inaccurate information.
The discussion was also centred in determining what fair is: which sources are fair? Who
decides that, i.e., is the intelligent assistant accountable for the editorial power? The notion of
parity of exposure also was discussed, in particular, when opinions or arguments are not necessarily
equally reliable (e.g., “the Earth is flat”). In relation to conversational style, persuasiveness of
synthetic voices may play an important role: previous work has shown that more persuasive
synthetic voices have an impact in terms of perceived truthfulness in users interacting with goaloriented intelligent assistants [Dubiel et al., 2020].
Perhaps one way for avoiding bias is to acknowledge it, e.g., making the user aware about
potential bias in the information presented by the intelligent assistant.

2.8

Social Competence in Conversational Retrieval

Paul Thomas, Mary Czerwinski, Daniel McDuff, and Nick Craswell, Microsoft
Problem. Conversational IR systems are rapidly getting better at understanding searcher utterances, tracking context, and finding and presenting relevant information. However, conversation is
much more than an exchange of facts: humans start learning conversational norms in utero, and
unlike web user interfaces, conversational exchanges are laden with social signals. As humans,
we cannot help but treat computers as social agents [Nass et al., 1994], so as developers and
researchers we must be aware of social conventions.
Examples include:
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• Politeness norms, which constrain what we say to whom and when. We have not yet
understood what it is for an IR agent to be “polite”, nor formalised any design rules to help.
• Non-verbal behaviours, which can carry as much information as the words used [Scherer and
Ceschi, 2000] and which are important for feeling an agent is “helpful” [McDuff et al., 2017],
are not well studied in IR.
• Style and alignment are important for feelings of empathy and efficiency, in talking with
people [Tannen, 1987; Brennan, 1996] or machines [Branigan et al., 2010; Dubiel et al.,
2020; Pickering and Garrod, 2004].
Conversational agents are rapidly getting more useful, and it is time to think about going
beyond “mere” correctness to the full gamut of conversational phenomena.
Goal. An overall goal is simple to state, if hard to get to: a conversational IR agent should
not only be competent at retrieving information, formulating coherent utterances, and managing
an exchange of information; it should also be competent in at least the basic social nuances of
conversation [Reeves, 2010].
State of the Art. We already know a great deal about human-to-human conversation, including anthropomorphism, “personality”, social norms, and social signalling beyond simple questionanswering. There are some good examples outside of IR, for example, in conversational recommendation systems [Walker et al., 1997] or in-car systems [Stier et al., 2020].
We can also develop guidelines for conversational IR systems, based on social norms and what
we learn from the work above. For example, Gnewuch et al. [2017] have design rules based on
Grice’s well-known maxims for conversation [Grice, 1989].
Steps. We suggest some concrete steps:
1. IR researchers should be aware of social phenomena that may apply to their conversational
systems; what it would mean if these phenomena were seen in this new context; and how
their designs might change as a result.
2. Agents should be designed with effective expression of emotion, as well as of fact. This
might be through facial expressions and body gestures, through style matching speech, or
through careful selection of text.
3. We should consider how to build an agent which can track, and adapt, to conversational
style.
4. We should consider when “embodied” agents might be useful, to provide a richer set of social
cues.
5. IR researchers should collect and use corpora which include data on aspects such as tone
and rate of speech, lexical variation, facial and body gestures, and other channels, beyond
just text.
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6. Guidelines such as Gnewuch et al.’s should be tested in an IR setting, and as a community
we need to develop something similar for our own systems.
We should also consider the possible drawbacks of applying this research here. Are there
opportunity costs or particular risks with regards to ethics, privacy and security?
2.8.1

Discussion

A major question about this agenda is where we should start—there is a lot known about conversation, more than we can possibly incorporate at once. Four ideas were floated as good places to
start:
1. Embodiment (e.g., a “physical” agent which presents e.g., a “head” or “body”, and can
gesture accordingly);
2. Tracking conversational style: pitch, speed, and lexical variation for instance;
3. Knowing which style might be important when presenting each piece of information –which
will, of course, depend on task and personal context;
4. Politeness rules, so agents are less likely to appear rude, and how these work in different
scenarios and contexts.
Workshop participants discussed embodiment in some detail. If an agent has a human appearance, we may need to provide more human-like features in other aspects. What do we need in
terms of linguistic or prosodic features in this case? Do we need more than we would for a simpler
agent which does not present as human-like? Is the extra sympathy worth the effort? Do theories
of politeness and face, or other theories, need to be re-imagined for this kind of conversation?
There was also some comment about the persona an IR system could provide, once it is a
sufficiently competent interlocutor. Would (could) a system’s persona confirm our mental model
of search? When is a persona helpful, and when is the task better served by a simpler interaction?
Are there tasks where persuasion would be more useful, and would a more human-like persona
help here?

3

Conclusions and Lessons Learned

The Future Conversations workshop at CHIIR 2021 explored new ideas, controversial statements,
or gaps in the conversational search research. We elicited and discussed short opinion pieces before
and during the workshop. As can be seen, this workshop format resulted in the rich description
of a promising research agenda on this topic. We now present the high-level overview of these
discussions.
The CHIIR community is highly motivated to understand, design, and research conversational
search. Overall re-occurring topics included
• Which are the tasks these systems can fulfil?
• How do we include “context” in future systems?
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• What is the impact of personalisation on conversational interactions?
• How can we detect which presentation mode is suitable for particular tasks, contexts, abilities?
• Can these systems be pro-active, take initiative, and support mixed-initiative?
• How do we overcome trust issues when people are searching over conversations?
• What is the impact of different “output” and interaction styles?
• How can systems be transparent about the curating of results and their editorial input on
existing pieces of information?
• How can these systems help to overcome the limitations of Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR)?
To accommodate the online format of ACM CHIIR 2021, the Future Conversations workshop
was held at two different time-slots. Running the workshop twice was demanding for authors
who attended twice. Nevertheless, discussing the topic twice with different groups of people was
valuable. Different discussions resulted in each session, even though the same topics were discussed
on the basis of statements submitted before the workshop.
We provided clear instructions and guidance on how the create the statements (Section 2).
We believe that this was beneficial for the authors. In total, we received eight statements, and all
of them were discussed during the workshop sessions. Furthermore, the instructions were written
in such a way that it was easy to understand which steps could be taken for expanding on the
conversational information access, adding to the value of the workshop. Sharing the statements
prior to the workshop enabled other researchers to comment on the ideas. Although the comments
were not explicitly used during the sessions, they helped starting the discussions –as most of the
commentators were also participants of the workshop. We had also planned to compile a technical
report during the workshop, however, the discussions during the two-hour workshop were given
priority. Instead, we contacted the attendees after the workshop to help shape the statements and
add notes on the discussions from the workshop.
Lastly, we diverted to Google Drive to share the statements and comments. Originally we
investigated using OpenReview.8 However, OpenReview did not intuitively support functions
such as leaving comments on statements.
This technical report is an evidence of the benefits of running a virtual workshop in this format
can have. We believe this format can be successfully adopted for future venues.
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